In this paper we explore the information-theoretic aspects of interference alignment and its relation to channel state information (CSI). For the K−user interference channel using different changing patterns between different users, we propose several methods to align some parts of interferences and to increase what is achieved by time sharing method. For more practical case when all the channel links connected to the same destination have the same changing pattern, we find an upper-bound and analyze it for the large interference channel network. This result shows that when the size of the network increases, the upper-bound value goes to
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE interference channel is a channel with several pairs of input-output terminals, where each input communicates with its receiver through a common channel. The increasing demand for higher data rate in wireless networks motivates researchers to find solutions for channel rate constraints such as interference between the users. The application of wireless interference network is so essential that it must be evaluated by channel capacity and achievable transmission rate. Accordingly, using any method to reduce interference effects on the communication rate and improving bandwidth assignment for the users is an essential field of research in the wireless networks.
Time and frequency division medium access schemes, also known as orthogonal access schemes, divide the entire transmission signal duration and spectrum, respectively. Another approach to improve channel spectral efficiency and achieve higher data rate is to provide full cooperation either among the transmitters or among the receivers. For instance, the authors in [1] and [2] , employ full cooperation among transmitters to propose a signaling scheme that reduces the system to a single MIMO broadcast channel. In this case, cooperation can increase the capacity of the network. However, since the full cooperation among multiple network users involves joint processing and data sharing over separate nodes, it seems to be infeasible in practical scenarios to provide full cooperation among transmitters and receivers. Shannon in [3] initiated interference channels and his basic idea expanded further by Ahlswede [4] who gave fundamental inner and outer bounds. Carleial in [5] by using the basic idea of superposition coding introduced by Cover [6] pays the way for considerable improvement for achievable rate region of interference channel. In [7] , Han and Kobayashi based on Carleial and Sato's work introduced a new achievable rate region for interference channel. Etkin, Tse and Wang in [8] found the capacity region of the two-user Gaussian interference channel within a single bit per second per hertz (bit/s/Hz) of the capacity for all values of the channel parameters. However, the problem of interference channel for simple configuration form of 2-user interference case is still open. The capacity of an arbitrary interference network is an important and an open problem to information theorists. Therefore, parallel to the works related to finding exact channel capacity, scientists define a new mathematical intuition on networks capacity called degrees-of-freedom (DoF), or capacity prelog. In other words, DoF characterizes the network sum capacity as follows [9] : C = DoF log (SNR) + o (log (SNR)).
(
DoF is well-suited for approximating capacity because it becomes increasingly accurate in high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
regime. In [10] , Maddah-Ali, Motahari and Khandani implicitly introduced the concept of interference alignment (IA) and showed its capability in achieving the full DoF for certain classes of the two-user X channels. Using IA method in [9] , Cadambe and Jafar (C-J scheme) showed that, contrary to the popular belief, the K-user Gaussian interference channel with varying channel gains can achieve K 2 DoF which was proved to be the capacity upper bound in the high SNR regime.
The assumption of channel gains knowledge, is unrealistic which limits the application of this important theoretical result in practice. This fact becomes seriously important when each transmitter needs to knowledge the perfect CSI of every link in the interference network, (whether it is linked to the transmitter or not). Many researchers believe that in the absence of CSI for many interference channels, DoF region collapses entirely to what is achieved by simple interference reduction methods such as time or frequency division multiple access (TDMA or FDMA). Several papers recently focused on this problem. In [9] a scheme introduced where all transmitters are assumed to have no knowledge about exact channel coefficient values but are aware of connectivity between different users. Authors in [11] designed algorithms to perform IA given only local CSI. They provided examples of iterative algorithms that utilize the reciprocity of wireless networks to achieve IA with only local channel knowledge at each node. In [12] , authors provided an approximate SINR ratio expression for IA over MIMO channels with imperfect channel state information and transmit antenna correlation. In [12] , authors presented the average achievable rate under a given measurement error power, and [13] established bounds on the average achievable rate with Gaussian CSI errors.
Also the results in [12] , [13] were deactivated and the average rates are operationally unachievable. In [14] an achievable capacity lower bound for IA with imperfect CSI derived under the model that the CSI errors are bounded. There are some other basic ideas related to blind IA using staggered antenna switching and implicitly using channel changing pattern [14] , [15] and [16] . Also in [17] , IA with delay CSIT has been considered. Since their work does not have the converse proof, whether they reach the optimum DoF or not, they find a solution to reach In this structure "Q" is the total energy injected to the system which is equivalent to the Shannon entropy of random variable "X", some part of this energy is released to do work and in Shannon interpretation is equivalent to irreversible ambiguity which is injected to the system by noise. The term "△U " is what remains in the system and is equivalent to capacity of the Shannon peer-to-peer channel.
our goal is to find such tools and ideas to take a forward step which to the best of our knowledge was not discussed before.
A. The Motivation:
In 1948, when Shannon published his paper "A Mathematical Theory of Communication" [18] , information theory had been considered as a new field of study. But without any doubts, the starting point of Shannon idea was adopted from equations of Von-Neumann and Boltzmann in the field of statistical mechanics. Looking back at the history of information theory, we find that when scientists have some physical viewpoint on the problems of this field, they pave the way for most of them.
For example, the Kullback-Leibler divergence has strong relation with conservation law and Gibbs' inequality in the jargon of physical scientists. In [19] Merhav, has gathered some of physical interceptions related to channel and source coding problems.
In general form, every uncertainty in channel or source coding problems can be modeled with irreversible energy losing in an isolated system. But how can this fact help us in our specific problem? Consider a peer to peer communication channel, in this case transmitted signal entropy H(X) can be modeled with a throughput thermal energy to the lossy channel by wasting rate of H(X|Y ) in the unit of time. In other words, every uncertainty in the channel coding problem can be modeled by losing entropy (see Figure 1 ). In the K-user IA with perfect CSI, we have two types of wanted and unwanted information flow rates. The information flows from transmitters to desired receivers as the first and wanted type and as well as to undesired receivers in the form of interference as the second and unwanted type. Some questions that may be raised here are as follows:
Is it required to restrict the second type of the information flow? If so, what are the benefits? The important role of CSI on achievable DoF of K-user interference channel cannot be disregarded, but finding CSI is not an easy job. Any uncertainty about CSI may lead to drastically reducing DoF, but this uncertainty in physical interview can be modeled by losing entropy or wasting information flow in the communication scenario. Although the restriction of the second type of information flow is not needed, it is better for wasting information flow caused by imperfect CSI condition just to affect this type of information flow (leakage rate). Therefore, this fact not only solves some of our problems about imperfect CSI but also enables us somehow to create confidential communication between transmitters and their desired receivers, which is not in the main scope of this paper. This starting point gives us assurance about finding solution but unfortunately cannot shed any light on the details of this work. In this paper we want to prepare several tools to introduce some solutions for this problem. Considering a case where transmitters {1, . . . , K} send their messages {M [1] , . . . , M [K] } during n transmissions, we want to create some trade-off between decodable information received from interference paths R
[j]
receiver and channel state information at both transmitters and receivers. In this relation Θ ′ shows some parts of total channel state information. Indeed, for the specific cases in the absence of some part of channel state information and some limitation on the minimum time variation of channels, one can achieve more than one DoF for the well-known K-user time-varying interference channel problem. Throughout the paper, this fact is pinpointed to prove statements about more general partial CSI and achievable DoF.
B. Particular Features of Our Solution
In this paper we discuss a number of fundamental topics as follows:
• In some cases of imperfect CSI, using interference alignment (IA) we can achieve DoF beyond what can be achieved with time or frequency sharing methods.
• We define "channel mobility" and we show that the achievable DoF have direct relation with this term.
• We define "channel changing pattern" and we show that having different changing patterns between transceivers can help us to achieve more than one DoF.
• In more practical scenarios when the channels with the same destination have the same changing patterns e.g. all the channels which are connected to the j th receiver, we propose a method to achieve more than one DoF. In this case we find out an upper-bound. This upper-bound asymptotically goes to √ K 2 , when the number of users goes to infinite.
• In the fast fading interference channel when half of the channel values among unintended transceivers are unknown, the K 2 DoF is also achievable.
• Using converse proof we show that knowledge of the half of channel values among unintended transceivers is essential to achieve maximum DoF of
• We show that there has to be a trade-off between leakage rate and CSI uncertainty.
C. Organization
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the system model and the channel setup considering K transmitters and receivers. In section II we introduce some definitions considering DoF, channel setup and both perfect and imperfect IA. Some examples are provided in section III and continued by finding much more efficient precoder designing.
We found out a new DoF rate region when the perfect channel state information is not available at transmitters and there are different characteristic function between direct and interference channels. For more applied case when all the channel links ending in the same destination have the same changing pattern, we find an upper-bound. In section IV, we proposed a method Fig. 2 . Trivial form of interference channel in which through a channel there is a signaling path between each transmitter and receiver. In this figure we have two different types of channels. For i th user the first one is the channel in which the connection is generated between TX i and RX i . The second one is the channel in which the connection is generated between undesired transceivers e.g. TX i and RX j where, i = j. to achieve 3 2 DoF for the 3-user interference channel with partial unknown interference channel. This method is generalized to achieve K 2 DoF for the K-user interference channel in appendix. We showed that the proposed method of section IV for the K-user interference channel is optimum in the case of minimum channel knowledge. In section VI, we explore information theoretic interpenetration of our solution method and finally conclusions are presented in section VII.
D. Notation
Throughout the paper, boldface lower-case letters stand for vectors while upper case letters show matrices. A H shows
Hermitian of matrix A. tr{A} is defined to be sum of elements on the main diagonal of A. A T means transpose operation on A. ⌊.⌋ and ⌈.⌉ represent floor and ceiling operations, respectively. Also, for the set C, |C| shows the cardinality of the set C.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
As illustrated in Figure 2 , we consider the K-user Interference Channel in which there is a signaling path between different transmitters and receivers. This channel consists of K transmitters
. Let a discrete interference channel be K 2 + 2K-tuple H [11] ,H [12] [pq] n matrices where they mapX [q] to received signal at RX p and represent the channel model. In all the sections of this paper, the channel coefficients are assumed to be generic, i.e., drawn from a continuous distribution, and the values of direct channels are assumed to be known to their receivers perfectly. The received signal at RX p can be represented as follows:
where, lim n→∞
is a n × 1 column matrix which shows additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance of one. Also, F p (.) shows linear transform function of direct channel at p th receiver. In other words, if x 1 and x 2 are two column matrices of size n × 1, we have:
The function F p (.) can be modeled with the matrix F p which is an n × n full rank matrix (not just diagonal) which transfers
. Throughout this paper, we assume that each transmitter is unaware of the data being sent by other transmitters, i.e, there is no cooperation among different transmitters.
Note: The F p (.) shows some channel properties such as channel permutation and memory.
Note: The F p is the full rank matrix and its elements are either 0 or nonzero.
Note:
At each transmission block, we have lim n→∞
A. Degrees of Freedom
In the K-user interference channel the total power across all transmitters is ρ. The capacity region C(ρ) of the K-user interference channel is set to be R(ρ) = (R 1 (ρ), R 2 (ρ), . . . , R K (ρ)). In the K-user interference channel, we define the degrees of freedom region as follows [9] :
B. Channel modeling related to transmission rate and coherence time of the channel
Coherence time is the time duration over which the channel response is considered to be constant. If T t is the total transmission time duration and T s be the total time duration of each symbol, we have:
In this work, we assume a block fading model in time, where channel states are constant for an average time duration of T c .
Therefore during transmission time consisted of n time slots, if T s ≤ T c we have:
Where, c 3) In relation (6) , all transceivers know all sets of C
where, c
C. Linear precoding, Perfect and imperfect IA
IA is an elegant method to reduce the effects of some parts of the interference signals. Authors in [9] showed that IA is the optimum scheme of enhancing DoF for each user in linear interference channels. It is based on designing precoding matricesV [q] with the size of n × d q to encode transmitted information. Let 
For the perfect IA, encoding function should preserve the following conditions
andH
Moreover, relation (9) can be generalized as follows:
The above conditions for the perfect IA can be degraded to the following conditions for imperfect IA:
where,Ī [p] is the interference subspace at p th receiver. The messages are decoded at receivers using the decoding function
, p, q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} based on zero-forcing interference signal from received signal. Also, the desired signal subspace at p th receiver is shown by theD [p] . For the perfect IA, the number of dimensions of the desired signal at each receiver can be limited as follows:
and in the case of imperfect IA, we have:
Note: The total dimension of interference and desired signal at RX p should be limited as follows: shows that all channels which are ended to the same destination experience similar changing pattern. In the third example, the method of second example is improved. We continue this section by finding both achievability and converse proof for the case of
At last, when the direct channels have more "channel mobility" than cross ones we present an algorithm to achieve more than one DoF. Also, we show that achievable rate region for each transmitter has a direct relation to the "channel mobility"
parameter.
Example 1: IA with imperfect CSI using channel mobility Consider K-user interference channel where each transmission slot consisted of n ∈ {2, 4, . . . } time snapshots. We assume that F p is an n × n identity matrix. Therefore, the received signal at p th receiver can be modeled as follows:
where,Ȳ [p] is an n × 1 received matrix and transmitted signal represented byX
and show precoder which is used by transmitter q. TheX [q] shows transmitted information and can be represented as follows:
Let,H [pq] , p = q is an n × n diagonal matrix with constant diagonal elements of h [pq]1 . TheH [qq] is an n × n diagonal matrix with random elements. In order to keep interference aligned in all the receivers we chooseV [1] =V [2] = · · · =V [K] . Sincē
, p = q aligned withV [q] . Similarly at all receivers all interferences arrive alongV [q] .
In this case, the desired signal arrives alongH 
A. BIA using different changing pattern between direct and interference channels:
Consider K−user interference channel with unknown channel state information defined in section II. During signaling time this channel consists of n time snapshots. The set 
, p, q ∈ {1, . . . , K} functions in transmitters and receivers, respectively that satisfy perfect or imperfect IA conditions. For the K-user interference channel with channel definition of (6), the received signal like (15) is given by following relation:
where, F p is an identity matrix. Let we define all the collection of the sets C by the set C as follows:
The set C can be represented as follows:
In order to analysis the direct and cross channels separately, the set C contains two subsets of C ′ and C ′′ in which:
We assume
′′ σ ′′ }. Now, we explore a lemma in order to analyzeH [pq] with some basic matrices.
Lemma 1: The matrixH [pq] , p = q can be represented by
jĪ is a matrix with β
and γ r is a random number generated from arbitrary distribution.
Proof: The proof establish with finding such β
, that satisfy following linear equation:
. . .
Since in the above equation the left square matrix has random elements it is a full rank and invertible matrix with most probability. Therefore, this linear equation system has single unique solution for
completes the proof of this lemma.
Note:
The direct result from lemma 1 is that, becauseQ has the similar changing pattern to the matrixH
Let n = 2̺(σ ′ + 1) and ̺ be such a natural number that n >> max l,p,j {c
jĪ is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements of β
j , the relation (18) can be rewritten by the following relation:
where,
is the message of TX p in the transmission time which is consisted of d p independent streams x (p)
s . Therefore, we defineX [p] as follows:
s are d p × 1 and n × 1 column matrices, respectively. In all the above relations x (q)
n log 2 Q . All the receivers decode the desired signal by zero-forcing the interference vectors. In order to align interference signals at each receiver it is sufficient to design suchV [q] vectors that satisfy the following relations:
where,Ī [p] is the interference subspace at RX p receiver. Let us choose n 2 column vectors ofĪ [p] and n 2 column vectors ofV [k] from the following set:
where
is a random diagonal matrix with an arbitrarily distribution.
Note: Both interference subspace and transmitted vectors choose their basic vectors from the similar set of I.
Theorem 1:
In the K−user interference channel with designed precoders, span(
Proof: The proof is prepared in appendix A.
Definition:
We define the set B m , m ∈ N as follows:
Bm , m ∈ N as follows:
For the case of perfect or imperfect IA we need to find the number of desired and interference dimensions at all the receivers.
We calculate the number of desired and interference dimensions in the following theorem.
Theorem 2:
In the K−user interference channel with defined channel setup matrices and designed precoders, during n =
From Theorem 2, it is obvious we can find D k number of vectors which are free from interference at each receiver. Therefore, the achievable DoF for k th user can be obtained from the following relation:
Note: It is clear that the above lower bound on the achievable DoF can be improved using time sharing. Therefore, we have:
Example1 shows that if the direct channels have different changing pattern from interference channels (|C
we can achieve more than one DoF. This example generalized by Theorem 2 but unfortunately since in the most cases the assumption of |C
l=1 | is not applicable we cannot use this method in practical systems. Therefore, in the next example, without the aid of direct channel mobility we propose a method to align interference signals.
Example 2:
Partial IA with C = {3, 4, 5, 9, 10}, q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} shows that during 10-time snapshots all the channel matricesH [11] ,H [12] ,H [13] andH [14] experience similar changing pattern. In other words, for all these channels there exist transition time at the set {3, 4, 5, 9, 10} e.g. h
Consider an interference channel in which all the transmitters and receivers are connected to each other using a signaling path (see Figure 3) . Let, all the channels ended to the same destination experience similar changing pattern e.g, C [11] 
l=1 . In this example, our goal is to achieve more than one DoF even by the assumption of C
The following steps will provide directions to design proper precoders at different transmitters in details.
Step 1: Consider the following precoder designed vectors at transmitters consisting of 8 time snapshots:
where {a, b, . . . , f } are the 8 × 1 column vectors which are linearly independent. In this case, every basic vector is shared between two different users.
Step 2: Now, we find the transmission slots in which cross channels ended to the same destination experience constant values. Step 3: Using IA, we design vectors {a, b, . . . , f } such that outperform the rate achieved by time sharing method. Since vector a was transmitted by the first and second transmitters, it creates interference on 3rd and 4th receivers asH 
T , a i can be selected from the set of i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Similarly, for other vectors {b, c, d, e, f } we should have:
• If e = [e 1 e 2 e 3 e 4 e 5 e 6 e 7 e 8 ] T , e i could be non-zero for 
Step 4: After omitting vector f , we use the following precoder design for transmitters:
Step 5: Now, we analyze whether all shared basic vectors at their corresponding receivers are linearly independent or not. For example at the first receiver we should show thatH [12] a andH [11] a are linearly independent. It is necessary to show that at the receiver j, the shared vectors does not collapse, i.e., all the desired vectors are linearly independent. We analyze all the vectors as follows:
• The vector a is shared between the first and second receivers. The vector a has nonzero elements at {3, 4} time snapshots.
AlsoH [11] andH [12] have an altering point at this time set. Therefore,H [12] a andH [11] a are linearly independent almost surely. Similarly, at the second receiver we can conclude thatH [22] a andH [21] a are linearly independent.
• The vector b is shared among second and third receivers. Since b has nonzero element at {1, 2} time snapshots and independent. Therefore, we omit vector b from one of these transmitters e.g. second transmitter.
• Similarly, vectors {c, e} satisfy linearly independence conditions at their corresponding receivers.
Therefore, we redesign the precoders as follows:
where g is a vector with random elements.
Step 6: Now we calculate the achievable DoF for each user. The received signal space at each receiver can be categorize into two separate spaces: desired space and undesired space (interference space). The number of desired signal space at each receiver can be calculated by following strategy:
has constant value during intervals of {1, 2} ∪ {5, 6, 7, 8}, it can not change the vector space of b, c and e. Therefore, the span set of vector b, c and e equals to that ofH
e, respectively. But, due to channel changing pattern the vectorsH [11] a andH [12] a are linearly independent from each others. In other words, in 8 time slots, the space span at the first receiver is:
,H [11] d,H [11] g,H [12] b,H [13] b align ,H [12] e,H [14] e align ,H [13] c,H [14] c align .
Therefore, at the first receiver we have 3 desired signal (H [11] a,H [11] d andH [11] g) and from 8 dimensions we have assigned three dimensions for desired signal. Finally, we achieve 3 8 DoF for this user.
2) RX 2 : Since C
has constant value during interval of {1, 2} ∪ {7, 8} it can not change the vector space of c. Therefore, the span set of vector c is equal to the span set of vectorH [2q] c. But, due to channel changing pattern the vectors a and e at the second receiver are linearly independent. In other words, the space span at the second receiver is: Therefore, totally we can achieve 9 8 DoF, which is more than one.
Example 3: Improving Example 2 solution for C
In Example 2 as it is clear in (32), we start our solution by sharing every basic vectors e.g., a, b, c, d, e and f between two of transmitters. As an example a is shared between first and second transmitters. But, in this example we start our solution by sharing every basic vectors to the three of transmitters. Therefore, the number of separated vectors in this example is
Similar to Example 2, every channel which is connected to the same destination experience the same changing pattern e.g,
. In this example we do not solve this problem to align interferences perfectly, but we align some part of interferences to nearly achieve more than one DoF. Firstly, let us consider the following precoder designed vectors at transmitters which is consisted of 10 time snapshots:V
In the above relations, a, b, c and d are 10 × 1 column matrices which are defined as follows: 
Now, let us analyze the signal space at every receiver. The signal space at each receiver can be categorized into two separate spaces: desired space and undesired space or interference space. The received signal at each receiver can be analyzed as follows:
has constant value during interval of {5, 6, 7, 8} it can not change the vector space of b. Therefore, the span set of vector b equals to the span set of vectorH [1q] b, q = 1. But, due to channel changing pattern all the received signals from the basic vectors of a, c and d are linearly independent from each other. In other words, the signal received at the first is the span of the following vectors: [11] a,H [12] a,H [13] a linearly independent ,H [11] c,H [12] c,H [14] c linearly independent ,H [11] d,H [13] d,H [14] d linearly independent
,H [12] b,H [13] b,H [14] 
Therefore, at first receiver we have 3 from 10 dimensions which are free from interference. Finally the achievable DoF for the first user is equal to Therefore, in this case we can totally achieve 12 10 > 1 DoF which is greater than what is achieve in Example 2.
B. Outer-bound on Achievable DoF when
In Example 2 when the changing pattern of the channels with the same destinations are similar, we proposed an algorithm to achieve 9 8 DoF. In the third example with changing the number of shared basic vectors between transmitters we achieve 12 10 DoF which has better performance than what is achieve in second example. In this subsection we want to find an outer-bound on achievable DoF when C
Let consider the set l t = {l 1 , . . . , l r } ⊆ {1, . . . , K} where |l t | = r and 1 ≤ t ≤ K r . It means that we can choose r different transmitters from the set {1, . . . , K} to generate the set of l t . We assume every basic vector from each transmitter aligns with interference generated from r − 1 transmitters at K − r receivers. In other words, if v [q] is one of the basic vectors of transmitter q, we have:
TX RX Fig. 4 . In this figure we show number of transmitters and receivers of the set of l t = {l 1 , l 2 , . . . , lr} with the closed circular shape. The complimentary transceivers are out of this circular shape which are modeled by the set of {1, . . . , K} − l t . Also there is a signaling path between all transmitters and receivers but to avoid having so crowded figure we show a few of them.
Where, (q, q ′ ∈ l t , q = q ′ and p ∈ {1, . . . , K} − l t . 
Remark: If we haveH
Proof: (Proof by Contradiction.) Suppose TX q1 , q 1 ∈ l t and TX q2 , q 2 ∈ l t are two transmitters. Also, RX q3 , q 3 ∈ l t and RX q4 , q 4 ∈ {1, . . . , K} − l t are two receivers (see Figure 4) . From the assumption of this lemma, we have:
From Assume to the contrary, that:
From this assumption, we have:
have similar changing pattern, we get:
Hence, as
, we have:
or equivalently:
The above relation shows that the desired signalH 
Theorem 3: For the K−user interference channel with C
[pq] = 1, we cannot achieve more than max r Kr r 2 −r+K , r ∈ N DoF.
Proof: The proof follows from the following basic relation on the DoF of the BIA in K−user interference channel problem.
The jointly interference signal from TX i1 , TX i2 ,... and TX ir occupy d i1i2...ir dimensions at RX j , j / ∈ {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i r } . In other words, every shared vector among r different users e.g. TX i1 , TX i2 ,... and TX ir occupy just only one dimension at j th receiver. Also we know the total number of dimensions is n. Therefore, at RX j , j / ∈ {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i r }, we have:
where, the coefficient (r − 1) comes from this fact that d i1,...,ir , i 1 , . . . , i r ∈ {1, . . . , K} − {j} just only occupy one dimension at j th receiver while it counts r times when we calculate
Similarly, at all the receivers, we have:
. . , i r ∈ {1, . . . , K} − {1}
by summing all the above relations we have:
in addition, it is clear that:
Since for r ≥ 1, the value of (K − 1) ≥ (K − r), so we have:
which shows that:
Therefore, from (52) we have:
After some manipulation on (56) we get:
which completes the proof.
Theorem 3 shows that in the case of C
, at RX p we have three types of received vectors:
• Type I: Aligned interference vectors where generated by TX j , j ∈ K 1 and K 1 ⊂ {1, . . . , K} − {p}, |K 1 | = r. The number of joint occupied dimensions by these transmitters at RX p can be calculated as follows:
• Type II: Linearly independent interference vectors which are shared among TX p and r − 1 different transmitters of
. . , K} − {p} and |K 2 | = r − 1. These vectors should be linearly independent at RX p . Since all these vectors are jointly linearly independent, they occupied (r − 1)
• Type III: Desired signal vectors shared among TX p and r − 1 different transmitters of TX j , j ∈ K 2 and |K 2 | = r − 1.
The number of this type of vectors can be calculated as follows:
Therefore, the total number of used dimensions can be calculated by summing (58), (59) and (60):
The number of dimensions of desired signal space at each receiver is K−1 r−1 , which equals to the number of type III vectors.
Hence, the total achievable DoF can be calculated as follows: Since r is a designing parameter, we want to find r in such away that maximizes total achievable DOF of d(r) = has just one positive root of x = √ K which shows that it has just only one extremum point. Also, it can easily show that for x ≥ 0, the function f (x) is greater than or equals to zero. Since f (x = 0) = 0 and f (x → ∞) → 0 + , the function f (x) for x ≥ 0 is something like Figure 5 . Therefore, the maximum value of the d(r) can be achieved by finding out the minimum value of r ∈ N such that:
In order to find r which satisfied d(r + 1) − d(r) ≤ 0, we have:
Therefore, the minimum value of r ∈ N which satisfies the above equation is r * =
is shown in the Figure 6 . This result shows that when the number of user is K = 1, 2, the maximum achievable DoF is one which satisfy our previous knowledge about two user interference channel (we know that without any knowledge of CSI for the 2-user interference channel we can achieve maximum DoF of one). Also in the case of blind IA we can conclude that when the number of users tend to infinite we can achieve maximum DoF of 
IV. 3-USER INTERFERENCE ALIGNMENT WITH PARTIAL UNKNOWN INTERFERENCE CHANNEL COEFFICIENTS
Consider an interference channel with 3 transmitters {TX k } 3 k=1 and 3 receivers {RX k } 3 k=1 . Let the interference channel be 15-tuples H [11] , ...,H
[33] ,X [1] , ...,X [3] ,Ȳ [1] ...,Ȳ [3] , where, X [1] , ...,X [3] and Ȳ [1] , ...,Ȳ [3] are 3 finite inputs and outputs of the channel, respectively. In the deterministic interference channel, the input of TX k at a specific time duration is represented byX [pq] n matrices where mapX [q] to received signal at p th receiver and represent channel model. The direct channels can be modeled with a matrix but not only diagonal (because of its permutation and memorial characteristics). Therefore, the received signal at RX p can be modeled as follows: 
1) Interference Channel Model:
Through this section, we consider fast fading interference channel, where the channel states change in time duration of T c . Also, the symbol duration is T s which is equal to the channel coherence time of T c . Therefore, during transmission time of nT s , the interference channel can be modeled as follows:
where h
[pq] j , shows the j th point of altering channel state between TX p and RX q . All h 
2) Direct Channels Model:
Channel with memory characteristics: Considering peer to peer signaling scheme where the transmitted signal reach to the receiver by more than one signaling path. Assume x(t), is the input signal to this channel at t th time, the received signal y(t)
without considering additive noise effects can be modeled as follows:
where h m and M are the m th received signal path gain and memory length of the channel, respectively. Also, we can assume transmitted signal has constant value during independent transmissions T s . Therefore, this channel can be modeled with the lower triangular matrix. The elements of this matrix are random variables with a specific distribution and are bounded between a nonzero and a finite maximum values. In other words, we can assume the matrixH [pp] is a lower triangular matrix.
Channel with permutation characteristics:
In this case every transmitted signal in each time snapshot is received in another time snapshot. We can model the matrixH [pp] with a square matrix. This matrix can be obtained from permutation of the rows of a diagonal matrix. By a permutation channel over a specific set, we understand the channel whose inputs are sequences of this set, but the outputs are the random permutation of the elements of this set. In this specific case M shows the maximum permutation distance. In other words, for the transmitted signal of x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n−M , . . . , x n and permutation distance of M the received signal may be x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n , . . . , x n−M . 
where, i 1 ∈ {1, . . . ,
. . , |U [12] | + 1} and i 4 ∈ {1, . . . , |U [13] | + 1}, p = 1.
Proof:
Starting from the definition of the span of a matrix if {v
dq } are the basic vectors ofV [q] , q = 2, 3
we have:
Therefore, from Lemma 3 we have:
finally:
The above relation shows the space span by the vectors of the set
the span of the vectors in the set of
Therefore, all the IA conditions are satisfied.
Theorem 4: In the 3-user fast fading channel, if half of the entire CSI is not available at both transmitters and receivers
we can achieve
Proof: To prove achievability we first consider a transmission scenario which is consisted of n time snapshots. Referring Section II, in this case we have a signaling path between all the transmitters and receivers. All the cross signaling paths are modeled by the matrixH , p, q ∈ 1, . . . , K functions at both transmitters and receivers, respectively that satisfied IA conditions in (8), (9) . Also Θ ′ shows our partial knowledge from CSI.
In this case the received signal at RX p like (15) can be modeled as follows:
Now, we want to design such precoder vectorsV [1] ,V [2] andV [3] so that the IA conditions are satisfied. Referring Lemma 4 without losing generality the IA conditions can be expressed as follows:
and span Q [12] i 5V [2] = span Q [13] i 6V [3] . (75) where, i l ∈ {1, . . . , |U
[pq] | + 1} e.g. i 1 ∈ {1, . . . , |U [21] | + 1}. The relations 74 and 75 can equivalently be presented as:
A =V [1] (79)
(80)
(81)
T be an n × 1 column matrix and the matrixΓ = diag ([Γ 1 , . . . , Γ n ]) is defined as follows:
where γ r is a random variable with an arbitrarily distribution, n = 2L + 2ǫ
we select A, B and C such that:
where, T = T (1,...,1) . In the next lemma we show that the designed vector sets satisfied IA constrains.
Lemma 5:
The designed A, B (i1,i2) and C (i3,i4) satisfy our modified IA conditions (76), (77) and (78).
Proof: First we show that:
The matrices T (i1,...,i6) Γ 
In the similar way, we can show that relations (77) and (78) are satisfied.
Since Lemma 5 for all the values of {i 1 , . . . , i 6 } are satisfied, in the rest of the paper for simplifying the notation we use B and C instead of B (i1,i2) and C (i3,i4) , respectively. Now, we should find the number of dimension which is occupied by each user. In the next lemma the number of active dimension for each user is calculated.
Lemma 6:
The dimension of spaces spanned by the matrices A, B and C are as follows:
where, 1(ǫ = 1) = 0 and 1(ǫ > 1) = 1.
Proof: Since all the relations of rank (A) = L + ǫ + 1, rank (B) = L + ǫ 1(ǫ) and rank (C) = L + ǫ 1(ǫ) have similar way of proof, to avoid repetition we focus on the proof of rank (A) = L + ǫ + 1 and all the other equality have the similar way of proof. Let,
where, e i = e 1 i , 1 ≤ i ≤ ǫ + 1 and t i = t 1 i , 1 ≤ i ≤ L are two column matrices with the size of (L + 2ǫ + 1) × 1 and L × 1, respectively. Also, the matrices 0 and 0 ′ are all zero column matrices with the size of (L + 2ǫ + 1) × 1 and L × 1, respectively.
The terms e 1 i and t 1 i are defined as follows:
where, P⊙Q shows Hadamard product between two matrices P and Q. Assume two time snapshot sets of
. . , T n ]) the column matrices t 1 and e 1 are represented as follows:
Now, we show that span (A) ⊆ span (E). In order to prove span (A) ⊆ span(E), we should show that all the members of the
can be generated through the basic operations on the columns and the rows of the matrix E, e.g. interchanging, adding, subtracting and multiplying constant numbers. For every values of i and j the column
can be represented as follows:
Let
T , also assume G 1 is a matrix with the following definition:
where, G 1 can be represented by the linear combination of vectors e i , i = {1, . . . , L} as follows:
Similarly, we define the matrix G 2 as follows:
all the rows of the matrix G 2 are equal to the matrix P [ij] with the row number of the set Ω ′ . This matrix can be represented by t i , i = {1, . . . , n − L} from the matrix E defined at (97). Therefore, all the members of the set A can be generated from the linear combination of the columns of matrix E, so we have:
in the similar way, we can prove that span (E) ≤ span(A). Since the matrix E has L + ǫ + 1 independent columns, we get:
which proves this lemma. 
1 is a diagonal matrix with random elements, without losing generality of our problem, the matrixH can be represented by a matrix with the same structure ofH [11] as follows:
where H m1m2 has non-zero elements for the 0 ≤ m 1 − m 2 ≤ M . Therefore, the space spanned by the matrixHA can be calculated as follows:
finally,
Since for 0 ≤ m 1 − m 2 ≤ M theH ′ j is a full rank matrix, the basic vectors ofHA are linearly independent from the basic vectors of C, which concludes the proof of this lemma.
Lemma 7 shows that the signal received to the first receiver is linearly independent from the interference subspace. Similar method of proof can be used for the second and third receivers. Therefore, we show that
lies in the DoF region of 3-user interference channel while we do not know about the L 2(L+ǫ)+1 portion of total CSI, where: The result of this theorem can be easily extended to the K−user interference channel which is prepared in Appendix C. definition:Υ is a fraction of time in which all the transmitters have access to perfect CSIT. We define Υ K for the K−user interference channel as follows:
For the case where K = 2, it is clear that using time sharing among transmitters (half of the total time slots for the first user and what remains for the second one) every user easily achieves 1 2 DoF. Therefore, in this case, the minimum value of Υ 2 to achieve 1 DoF is zero and there is no need of CSI either at transmitters or receivers. The interesting case is when K > 2. In the Theorem 4, we propose an achievable scheme to achieve maximum DoF of . In Appendix C, we generalized this theorem to more general problem of the K−user interference channel. Now, we present a lower bound for the Υ K and we show that Υ K = 1 2 is the minimum value being needed to achieve maximum DoF of Proof: Assume Υ K < Υ K−1 , by omitting TX K and RX K from K−user interference channel, we find degraded version of (K − 1)−user network. This degraded network can also achieve its maximum achievable DoF with Υ K portion of CSI.
Therefore, with the Υ K , which is less than Υ K−1 , the maximum DoF of
2 is also achievable. This contradicts
, where concludes the proof of this theorem.
2 is the minimum value for Υ 3 to achieve maximum DoF of Proof: Consider the channel output at the first receiver is denoted as follows:
Y n 1,P is the channel output at the first receiver where the perfect channel state is presented. Y n 1,N P is the channel outputs in which the perfect values of channel state is not presented. Next, we add up one artificial receiver that is statistically similar to the first one. The output of this artificial receiver is denoted as follows:
where, during 1,N P has the same distribution of Y n 1,N P but is not equal. Let Θ be the total channel state information of interference channel, we can upper bound R 1 as follow:
where, (a) comes from Fano's inequality and (b) comes from this fact that by knowing M [1] and Θ we can estimate Y n 1,P within noise power. Let us divide M [1] into two sets of
for artificial receiver we get (
adding up all the above bounds we have:
Then we can write the following bounds for the receivers 2, 3 . . . , K as follows:
since M [2] , M [3] are independent from M [1] and Θ, (a) comes from the conditional entropy, (b) comes from Fano's inequality.
By adding relations (116) and (117) we have:
Then Y n 2 , Y n 3 can be divided into two parts as follows:
where, Y n k,(1,P ) and Y n k,(1,N P ) are channel outputs at RX k for those instances in which perfect CSIT is presented and not presented, respectively.
, Θ can be bounded as follows:
+no (log(P ))
where ( Therefore:
and similarly we can bound 3-tuple (d 1 , d 2 , d 3 ) as follows:
summing up all the above bounds for 3-tuple (d 1 , d 2 , d 3 ) we get:
so:
and finally for
, which shows the proof of this theorem.
Theorem 7: For even values of
2 is the minimum value for Υ K to achieve maximum DoF of
Proof: Consider the channel output at first receiver is denoted as follow: 
where, Y Let Θ be the total channel state information of interference channel, we can upper bound R 1 as follows:
in the similar way for all other 1 ≤ i ≤ K 2 − 1 artificial receivers we get:
adding up all these K/2 bound we have:
adding relations (130) and (131) we get: 
where Y n k,(1,P ) is channel output at k th receiver for those instances in which perfect CSIT is presented. Also, Y n k,(1,N P ) is channel output at k th receiver for those instances in which perfect CSIT is not presented.
(a) comes from conditional entropy, (b) comes from chain rule, by substituting the result of 137 in 132 we have:
Therefore:
and similarly for every value of 1 ≤ i ≤ K we have:
summing up all the above bounds for different values of 1 ≤ i ≤ K we get:
Theorem 8:
For odd values of K > 3, 1 2 is the minimum value for Υ K to achieve maximum DoF of
Proof: Since every odd K value is between two even numbers of K 1 and K 2 where
Because of Theorem3, 
In all the proposed methods of this paper, we can express all the cross channels e.g.
, . . . , h represent our uncertainly about the exact value of the channel in signaling time duration. Similar to the previous sections these two sets are defined as follows:
is unknown (144)
We define the basic matricesQ
, . . . , q
[q2q1] j n as follows:
and similarly we have:
where, γ 
(c) Fig. 7 . This figure shows the effects of CSI on the decodable information of interference path at RXq 1 . The left hand side of each figure shows the selectable code-words at each transmitter e.g. the X
(1) at TXq 1 . At RXq, we have two types of signal spaces which are separated by using horizontal dashed line (desired and interference signal spaces). With these assumptions, the figure with subtitle (a) shows that, if we have the perfect CSI, the number of jointly typical sequences with transmitted code-words is limited and the receiver can distinguish among different transmitted code-words of both desired and undesired transmitters. In this case, our knowledge about the perfect CSI is depicted by random variable of Θ. The figure with subtitle (b) shows that at interference signal space in the case of imperfect CSI (Θ ′ ), the number of jointly typical sequences with a specific transmitted code-word increases and overlaps with other transmitted sequences. When our uncertainty about CSI is not larger than a specific value, we can decode the desired signal but our uncertainty about the transmitted code-word of interference signal increases. Therefore, the leakage rate from interference path is reduced while we can accommodate interference signal in interference subspace. In a specific case when our uncertainty about CSI (Θ ′′ ) increases from a specific value, not only the leakage rate is reduced but also the desired signal space is polluted by the interference signal. This fact can be figured out by the figure with the subtitle (c). In this case, we can assume Θ ′ , Θ ′′ are two degraded versions of the random variable Θ, in other words, I Θ; Θ
Therefore, the relation (143) can be represented as follows:
(150)
From this definition, in the present of imperfect CSI the leakage rate can be analyzed as follows:
where (a) follows from conditional mutual information, (b) follows from thatX
follows from functionality ofH 
. Now, let us we analyze the information leakage in the present of perfect CSI, similarity, we get:
Comparing two upper bounds of equations (152) Figure   7 shows that how the channel state information effects on the number of jointly typical sequences at RX q .
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate IA problem for the K-user interference channel with imperfect CSI. While CJ method [9] changes our viewpoint to interference channel, several challenges must be solved to transform it to a practical method. One of the most challenges in this method is the assumption of global channel knowledge. In this method a transmitter should have knowledge of channel state information for its own precoder design. In the practical situation, it is very hard to know the cross channels especially for fast fading channel cases. We explore two separate IA problem models, in the first one we use channel coherence time and changing pattern to align interferences. Through one example and a theorem we show that by the use of different changing pattern of direct and cross channels, we can achieve more than one DoF. In other words, we show that time variant characteristics of the channels can help us to accomplish completely or partially align interference in receivers. Also, we show that in a case in which all the channels ended to the same destination have similar changing pattern, the IA still can be applicable. The optimality of this method is also proved by a theorem. In the second one, the results of this paper extended to the more complicated problem of IA in the fast fading channel and we show that direct channel memory and permutation characteristics can help us to find a solution for this problem. Using converse proof, we show that our solution is optimum to achieve maximum DoF of K 2 and half of the channel knowledge is the minimum requirement of channel to achieve maximum DoF. The key insight has been explored at the last section of this paper which we show that there exists a trade off between leakage rate from interference paths and the CSI.
SinceQ j , j > σ ′ + 1 has similar changing pattern toQ, for every l > σ ′ + 1 the matrixQ l can be represented as follows:
Also from the definition of the span of the matrix, if I l ∈ I and v
l ∈ I we have:
Since basic vectors ofV [k] and I [k] are chosen from similar set we have:
Therefore, from equations (154) and (158), the span H [pk]V[k] can be given as follows:
thus we have span
, and the proof is complete.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Step1) Finding the dimension of the space spanned by the interference subspaceĪ:
First we should show that rank Ī = rank V = ̺ (|ξ| + 1). LetP be a matrix which its columns are the member of the following set: P = Q α W : ∀α ∈ {1, . . . , σ ′ + 1} .
Assume j th row of the matrix P is expressed by P j . By choosing the rows of P j , j ∈ C ′ ∪ {1}, we can generate a new matrix ofP ′ which can be represented as follows: 
All the columns of the matrixP ′ are the columns of the Vandermonde matrix multiplied by diag ([γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . , γ r ]), also thē P ′ is a full rank matrix with the rank of σ ′ + 1. Since, all the rows of theP are repetitive rows of the matrixP ′ , the rank of the matrixP equals to the rank of the matrixP ′ and it equals to σ ′ + 1. On the other hand the matrixĪ can be represented as follows:Ī = ΓPΓ 2P . . .Γ ̺P .
Because the matrixΓ has random elements, we can easily show that all the columns ofĪ are linearly independent. Therefore, the rank of the matrixĪ equals to its columns number ̺ (σ ′ + 1).
Step2) Finding the dimension of the space spanned by the free interference subspace at RX k :
In this case all the transmitters use the similar precoder vectors. Therefore, in order to find the dimension of free interference subspace at RX k we should find rank ĪH 
To find the rank PH [kk]P , the matrixP has the following structure:
. . . γ 
Let, we analysis the pattern of the matrixP when it multiply by the direct channels. In the following two cases multiplying the matrixP with the direct channel matrixH [kk] = diag h can not change the pattern of the matrixP.
• The changing points of the direct channel is the same with the changing points of the matrixP, in other words,
• There is no changing points between or simultaneous with the changing points of the matrixP, in other words,
If multiplying the matrixH [kk] by theP do not change the pattern of the matrixH [kk] , all the columns of theH [kk]P can be generated by linear combination of the columns of the matrixP.
In other words, span P = span H 
where N = ̺(σ ′ + 1). Finally the desired signal space rank can be calculated by subtracting interference rank from the above equation:
where it completes the proof of this theorem.
APPENDIX C ACHIEVABLE METHOD FOR THE K−USER INTERFERENCE CHANNEL
We show that when we don't know half of the channel state information (CSI), we can achieve Referring section two, during signaling time for every (p = q ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}) the set U
[pq] = {u . . .
above relations align the interference from K − 2 transmitters within the interference from the first transmitter at the second receiver. Similarly at remain receivers we should have:
Relations (173), (174) and (175) 
and span T [2] 3 B = span (B) ≺ span V [1] span T [2] 4 B ≺ span V [1] . . .
span T [2]
K B ≺ span V [1]                at receiver 2 (178) also, we can generalize the above relation at other receivers as follows:
2 B ≺ span V [1] . . .
span T [i]
i−1 B ≺ span V [1] span T [i] i+1 B ≺ span V [1] . . . 
where, B = Q [21] 
Now, we set span (B) and span V [1] as follows: 
. 1]
T is an n × 1 column matrix, similar to Theorem 4 the matrixΓ = diag ([Γ 1 , Γ 2 , . . . , Γ n ]) is defined as follows:
where, γ r is a random variable with an arbitrarily distribution, also n = 2L + (n * ) N + (n * + 1) N , L = | p,q U [pq] | and N = (K − 1) (K − 2) − 1. From Lemma 6 we can easily show that dim (B) = L + (n * ) N and dim V [1] = L + (n * + 1) N .
Similar to Lemma 5 we can show that all the above IA conditions are satisfied.
